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Three keys to Hawks' Game 3 win 

By Chris Vivlamore 

A look at the three key elements of the Hawks’ 98-85 Game 3 victory over the Pacers: 

The review: The biggest moment in the game came late in the fourth quarter even though the Hawks led 

for all but 1:28 of the game. Leading 84-78, the Hawks were down to a second on the shot clock when 

Jeff Teague threw up a desperation running shot near the sideline that hit nothing but net with 2:50 

remaining. The officials signaled to review the play to check if the shot was a 3-pointer, as called, or a 2-

pointer.  The basket gave the Hawks an 87-78 lead. 

Lance Stephenson scored for the Pacers on the ensuing possession. After Teague was fouled, the 

officials reviewed the play. Teague stepped out of bounds on his drive but had returned inbounds before 

his miracle shot. 

However, the review could only check to see where Teague’s feet were at the time of the shot. They 

were in bounds. 

Official Tony Brothers cited Rule 13: II (f) (3) following the game: Officials are not reasonably certain 

whether a successful field goal was scored correctly as a 2-point or 3-point goal. The reviewable matter: 

If the shot was timely, whether the shooter committed a boundary line violation or the ball touched out 

of bounds prior to entering the basket or, in the case of a foul, whether the player fouled committed a 

boundary line violation. For purposes of the review, the official would look only at the position of the 

player’s feet at the moment they last touched the floor immediately prior to (or, if applicable, during) 

the release of the shot or the foul (as applicable). 

In other words, they officials could only review where Teague’s feet were at the time of the shot. They 

were inbounds. 

“We had a play against somebody right before the season ended and they took a 3 away from us,” the 

Pacers’ David West said. “C.J. (Watson) stepped out. What they said was if you step out of bounds and 

step back in bounds. They are looking at the last step. Even though Teague was out of bounds with his 

first step, his second step was back inbounds. It’s a messed up rule.” 

Instead of re-setting the score to 84-80 with Teague going to the free-throw line, the Hawks maintained 

the seven-point advantage with 2:10 remaining. 

Reversal of fortune: The Hawks made just 2 of 16 3-pointers in the first half. That changed immediately 

in the second half. 

DeMarre Carroll made a 3-pointer 1:22 into the third quarter. The Hawks made four of their first five 

long-range baskets to start the period. 

In all, the Hawks made 6 of 12 3-pointers in the third period and 10 of 18 in the second half. 



“Sometimes that happens with shooting,” Kyle Korver said. “Sometimes you just miss. You work on it 

every day and you try to get your mechanics perfect but sometimes you just miss. I thought we had 

good looks. We forced a few early. …We settled down. Our defense was good tonight which allowed us 

to keep a lead even though we were 2 for 16. We had some good things in the second half.” 

Defensive intensity: The Hawks credited their defense for the victory. They held Paul George, who 

scored 25 and 27 points in Games 1 and 2, to just 12 points on 3 of 11 shooting. Roy Hibbert (2 of 9) and 

George Hill (1 of 11) each had four points. That’s a combined 20 points (6 of 35 shooting) from the three 

starters. 

“The defensive effort and the defensive activity is the message we’ve been talking about coming down 

the stretch and in the playoffs,” Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer said. “For our group to be that 

committed on the defensive end and win a game that was very physical is a credit to our group. I was 

good for our group to be at home. The energy and the fans, it makes a big difference. That helped feed 

us. We are just going to keep talking and keep working to try to improve defensively and just keep 

competing.” 

 


